
                                                                                  
 
 

On May 21st Pittsburghers will go to the polls to vote for Mayor in the 2013 Primary Election.  

We attended forums across the city to ask candidates to weigh in on the critical issues facing our region--

particularly the largest public investment our region will see in any of our lifetimes, the project to meet the 

demands of the EPA consent decree to address the issue of sewage in our rivers.   

 

We've transcribed their answers for you here: 

Thursday, April 11th – The PCRG Mayoral Forum 

Jack Wagner 

I think green roofs is a magnificent idea.  I think the more we can address the problem at the source, 

whether it’s rediverting downspouts into the yards into the barrels where that water can be used.  That’s 

the right way to proceed. And if we can create some kind of incentive in government to make that happen 

at the source, it’s the best solution.  I’m a safety engineer by profession. And the way you design houses, or 

factories, or wherever is through engineering, is at the source of the problem.  So I would like to see as 

much of that prior to us building tunnels and building underground storage areas, but at the same time we 

have to improve the quality of our rivers. We did that about fifty years ago with the creation of ALCOSAN. I 

think many parts of the plan uh are good and need to be embraced but the city and also the mayor can also 

be a strong advocate uh, about addressing the problem at the source so we don’t have to build these 

monumental tunnels. Thank you. 

Bill Peduto 

I hope everyone in the room knows that I’ve been opposed the giant septic tank concept since, well, before 

it’s been proposed.  I got the County Executive on board and worked with our Congressman to get the EPA 

to give us an extension so we can start looking at greener solutions.  I like beating Cleveland in football, it 

makes me happy, but I get upset when Cleveland kicks our butt in green initiatives and looking at how 

they’re putting together their storm water. I get upset when I see Philadelphia and people say why can’t 

Pittsburgh be more like Philadelphia? As the next Mayor of the city, what we’re going to do is we’re going 

to work with PWSA to make it the model of other communities throughout the ALCOSAN system. Then 

we’ll challenge places like Mt. Lebanon & Fox Chapel - why they can’t be more like Pittsburgh? We’re going 

to look at neighborhoods that haven’t seen development in flat areas- Larimer, Homewood, Hazelwood. 

And look at ways we can create park systems that can handle our sewage water so that we will be able to 

improve their neighborhoods, and give them something that they haven’t had – green. And at the same 



                                                                                  
 
time, be able to solve our problem. Then we’ll employ the people from those neighborhoods to help build 

so that we have a real system that also is a part of that community development. And you know what, 

where are we gonna get the money? It costs a heck of a lot less to do it that way than it does to build huge 

septic tanks. And how will I make sure that that happens? I’ll keep Patrick Dowd there. 

Wednesday, April 24th – A Candidates’ Forum on Greenspace 

Bill Peduto 

This is something that I had a press conference with Rich Fitzgerald as soon as the ALCOSAN plan came out 

because it was the wrong approach. I love being Philadelphia and Cleveland in football but I hate it when 

they beat us on green incentives and initiatives. What I want to see is the city of Pittsburgh become the 

model for all the other ALCOSAN communities creating a green model for dealing with our storm water 

overflow. I also want to see it enhance neighborhoods that haven’t seen investment – flat areas like in 

Larimer, Homewood, and Hazelwood where we create green areas where the water is held and then we 

start to develop around parks in communities that have never seen parks. There are two benefits to this. 

Number one, is the green solution which then enable future development to occur in these areas and the 

second is, it’s going to save us a lot of money. 

Jack Wagner 

We need a common sense approach and my representatives on the ALCOSAN board will reflect that in 

terms of green initiatives, separating water at the source. I’m a safety engineer by profession. The way you 

reduce accidents is you design out the problem and that’s precisely what we should be doing in terms of 

this crazy tunnel proposal under our rivers. I opposed our the tunnel. I was the only elected official. I 

wanted to see the LRT go over our rivers because we have a beautiful city rather than under the river. So I 

want to see us separate our rain water from our sewer water at the source. I’ve done that at my home. My 

home that is 102 years old. I have personally separated four out of five of the downspouts on my own. We 

should be creating tax incentives for every homeowner in this city and region to do the same. Rather than 

thinking about building this monstrosity under our river which if it leaked it would pollute our river. 

Jake Wheatley 

I think going to the point of using our spaces to help us with our management of our water issues and going 

back to not just gardens but spaces that can capture our water in a way that doesn’t go into the system. It’s 

important, I think that’s why we mention rain barrels for every homeowner, there’s a way we can purchase 

where you can get a kit for $34 or something like that. The way we can help with that is savings we can 

bring in from an energy performance contract where we will guarantee 30% savings from our energy 



                                                                                  
 
utilization. We can pour that back into helping homeowners especially those neighborhoods that may not 

have the capacity to separate their downspouts like Jack or others, but it would help us manage our water, 

not have to put it all in at one issue. We also should, I think Jack is right when he says we should also offer 

incentives for our residents to help us in the management and the issues over when they invest in things 

that make sense and help us with the management of our problems with our water we should reward them 

with tax breaks. 

Wednesday, May 8th - Mayoral Candidates Forum on Design, Planning, and Public 

Policy 

Jack Wagner 

This needs a dose of common sense. We don’t clean the water after it comes together with the rain and 

sewage. It really requires separation at the source.  I’m a safety engineer by profession. I worked in the 

profession for eight years and to prevent an accident you go back to the source and you engineer out the 

problem. And the proposal that has been put in front of this region is absolutely ridiculous. To build these 

huge tanks below our rivers where the potential could exist for leakage or who knows what else to store 

storm water mixed with sewage water so that it can then be treated in the ALCOSAN plan.  The common 

sense approach is to separate it at the source. I have personally done that at my own home. I’m not even 

sure if you meet code to be frank with you, but I know it’s the common sense thing to do. I have taken my 

downspouts out of my house and put them where the rhododendrons are.  And we have to create tax 

policies, we have to create a source of funding, to encourage each and every property owner where 

possible to the same. And at the same time, separate the rain water from the sewage water with our piping 

system and our sewage system . To run the rain water to the creeks and the sewage to the ALCOSAN 

system. To go about this in a way which has been suggested simply doesn’t make any sense to me or to the 

people of our city and the Mayor has to take a very strong leadership position on that issue. That could 

involve the rain barrels, it could involve a number of alternatives that make sense. 

Jake Wheatley 

So the way we’ve been talking about this is, one, we know that this is also a regional issue so we have to be 

a very active participant in the regional solution for this issue. We agree that you have to have some way to 

help citizens, help us with this issue as it relates to capturing the water before it hits our system and so we 

have talked about ways to possibly purchase rain barrels for every household and allow for them to help 

capture some of this water as it hits. We’ve talked about ways, as we’re developing our communities to 

create ways to incentivize the development so that we can have more green spaces maybe. I was talking to 

some gentleman from downtown to put green roofs on the tops of buildings to capture the rain water or 



                                                                                  
 
creating more parks. Again, I have to give credit where credit is due, Bill was talking about this strategy and 

I agree with him. We start to develop green spaces in our cities, that would help with some of the capturing 

of the water and putting trees in underserved areas and how that plays a part in not only how to capture 

water but reduce violent crimes. I say oh wow. We can invest in it cheaply with our environment. And so 

doing it like that, but the other thing that we have really brought to the table, because all of that requires 

money, so we talk about it in two forms to help pay for this & incentivize this – social impact bonding which 

I hope to further explain what they are, but that’s a synonym to try and pay for success and we incentivize 

it through how we recapture water and so we work with nonprofits and private to get money into the 

system and we are able to reduce that capture, then we can bring money back to those entities and 

secondly – the energy performance contract idea that we have that will help save us guaranteed 30%-32% 

of the money we invest in capturing some of this water. 

Bill Peduto 

So I have friends who live in Cleveland & Philadelphia and I love it when the Steelers beat them and it’s kind 

of fun, then I look to see what their cities are doing with their comprehensive stormwater management 

systems and I feel ashamed, because they have these amazing plans, green plans, for Philadelphia and for 

Cleveland and we have the giant septic tanks. It’s a missed opportunity. It’s worse than a missed 

opportunity. This is what we’re going to be handing over to people for the next one hundred years. So, 

what I’m going to do, we’re going to get PWSA, we’re going to start working on a green plan. The plan is 

going to include not only the ability to create incentive programs for those who don’t throw their water 

into the system, pervious sidewalks, ability for new developments to have pervious parking lots, what Jack 

was talking about with rain barrel technology and others, but then we’re going to look at areas that have 

not been developed or underdeveloped throughout the city that are flat – Hazelwood, Manchester, 

Larimer, Homewood and we’re going to create these areas where water will be able to be captured. It will 

be in areas where there will be green and trees and even ponds – places I would call parks. We’re going to 

use these parks in order then to develop around it housing because housing is worth more when it’s 

around something that’s green. If you think about those neighborhoods, the neighborhoods don’t have 

much green in them right now.  Then we’re going to present that plan to ALCOSAN and say “Hey, as you’re 

putting together this whole plan for federal government” we got a little bit of a leeway now by the way 

“here’s what Pittsburgh is gonna do and make sure this is a part of it, and oh by the way, it costs less than 

what you’re talking about doing.” And then we’re going to work with the 32 communities around the city of 

Pittsburgh – the neighborhoods of CONNECT. And we’re going to say to them “Join with us, make it this 

system.” And then hopefully get the other fifty communities of ALCOSAN to agree as well. 


